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If is curve having strictly convex distance function then the
Radon transformis invertible on the space.
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Proof. Since (ii) is clearly implied by (i), we deal only with the rst statement
that is in fact the support theorem.
There must be n > 0 that f 2 L2n (R2) and so the claim is not obvious only
in the case whenm > n . If we regard f and RS f in polar coordinates, our Radon
transform takes the form
(1)
RS f (r;  ) =
Z 1
0

f (rt;  + ’ (t))p 1 + t2 _’ 2(t) + f (rt;  +  (t))
q
1 + t2 _ 2(t)

r dt:
The expansions off and RS f into Fourier series are
f (r;  ) =
1X
k=  1
f k (r )eik and RS f (r;  ) =
1X
k=  1
(RS f )k (r )eik :
Using the symmetry of S (i.e. ’ =    ) a quick calculation shows
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(RS f )k (r ) = 2
Z r
n
f k (t) cos(k’ (t=r ))
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dt = 2
Z r
n
f k (t) K (r; t ) dt:
To nd out the singularity of the kernel K (r; t ) we prove that
(  ) lim
" ! 0
_’ (1   " )p " =   1p
2   2
:
Figure 3.
See Figure 3. LetP (" ) be the point (1   "; ’ (1   " )), and  (" ) be the angle
P (" )SO6 . X is the orthogonal projection of P (" ) to OS and P0(" ) is the reection
of P (" ) to OS. The basic theory of the curves states that the radius%(" ) of the
circle determined by the pointsP (" ), S and P0(" ) tends to 1= . Taking into account
the symmetry of S we obtain
%(" ) = jSPj=2
cos (" ) =
jSX j2 + jXP j2
2jSX j  !
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